MULTIUSER WIRELESS CALLING BELL SYSTEM

WIRELESS NURSE CALL BELL SYSTEMS FOR HOSPITALS
Wireless Advanced System eliminates cord tripping hazards, as well as cord damage — the primary cause of false and failed alarms and replacement costs.

WIRELESS CALL BELL SYSTEM FOR OFFICE ATTENDANT
This system improves the activities, functionality, productivity & efficiency of the complete organizations.

WIRELESS WAITER CALLING SYSTEM FOR HOTELS & RESTAURANTS
The Call Button can be fixed to the guest’s bedside Table. The Display Monitor can be mounted on the wall in the reception area or the kitchen.

WIRELESS INDUSTRIAL STAFF CALLING SYSTEM
When the staff requires assistance, the staff member buzzes the supervisor.

WIRELESS RECEPTION CALLING SYSTEM
In the installation, it does not mess up the interior or make any hassle in the place. With the use of this system, image and reputation of the business is improved.

WIRELESS OFFICE STAFF CALLING SYSTEM
Staff to Supervisor - When the staff requires assistance, staff member buzzes the supervisor via Call Button. The supervisor is instantly notified at Receiver.

SUPREME SERVICE AND SUPPORT - You can purchase with confidence knowing that SUPREME INTERNATIONAL is here to support you with expert technical support and a one-year warranty.
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A Remote Call Button can be placed at any convenient place for the user. An L.E.D. placed in the switch glows when a user calls. This results in confidence of the user, that his call is reaching the concerned person.

LED INDICATION PANELS

After the caller presses the Call Button, Indication Panel will display the caller requiring assistance. This is plug & play system.

When compared with a traditional wired system, the main advantages of the multiuser wireless call bell system are the cost and ease of installation, expansion and relocation. The primary cost difference between a wireless system and a hard-wired system relates to the costly wiring at the facility and future related wiring problems.

USES

Easy to Install: One of the most important features of the wireless call bell system is the ease of installation, expansion and relocation. Most parts of the system are designed to be installed without the need of professional installers.

Another cost saving factor with a wireless system is that there is no need for expensive rewiring service calls when a system expansion or unit relocation is needed, as it can be easily done by the end-user.

DESIGNED FOR LIFE:

At Supreme-International all Wireless Call Bell Systems are designed for easy installation, simple configuration, straight forward operation, zero maintenance and high reliability.

SUPREME SERVICE AND SUPPORT - You can purchase with confidence knowing that SUPREME INTERNATIONAL is here to support you with expert technical support and a one-year warranty.